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Abstract: 
Did the Epicureans have a theory of powers? Lucretius’ De rerum natura offers us the most coherent 
surviving account of Epicurean metaphysics. Although Lucretius was no slavish immitator of Epicurus,
his work offers important insights into Epicurean thought on powers and their nature. His ground up 
approach, beginning from the most fundamental consituents of the universe and proceeding to more 
complex entities and their activities, allows us the opportunity to follow the logic and development of 
those ideas. This paper argues that a powers ontology is present in Epicurean metaphysics. It is not 
quite pandispositionalist, but rather grounded in the fundamental entities, i.e. atoms and void, many of 
whose properties are powers. While microlevel powers causally contribute to properties at the 
macrolevel, macrolevel powers are strongly emergent. That said, neither macro powers nor their 
complex macrolevel manifestations are completely causally independent of the processes and 
potentialities which structure and give rise to them, not even those macro powers with downward 
causal efficacy. Certain psychological phenomena and their underlying physiolocial mechanisms are 
the macro and micro level manifestations of the same power, and require both micro and macro level 
conditions of activation. Indeed, a macrolevel power exists and operates at least in part through the 
powers of its constituents. In other words, the phenomenal and the micro levels are two ways of 
looking at the same power. One cannot be fully explained in terms of the other, but they cannot be 
understood apart from one another either. This paper will test this theory as a means of explaining 
perhaps the most notoriously thorny problem in Epicurean scholarship: the swerve and its relationship 
to free will.
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